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TWO MODEL THEORETIC PROOFS

OF RÜCKERT'S NULLSTELLENSATZ

BY

VOLKER WEISPFENNING(!)

ABSTRACT.   Rückert's Nullstellensatz for germs of analytic functions and

its analogue for germs of real analytic functions are proved by a combination of

nonstandard analysis with a model theoretic transfer principle.   It is also shown

that Rückert's Nullstellensatz is constructive essentially relative to the Weierstrass

preparation theorem.

Introduction. In [4] A. Robinson introduced nonstandard (n.s.) analytic

function germs and used them to give an elegant formulation and proof of

Rückert's Nullstellensatz.  He showed moreover that the nonstandard version of

Rückert's Nullstellensatz can be generalized to arbitrary ideals of n.s. cylindrical

analytic function germs at the origin. In this context he raised the question

whether the model theoretic proof of Hubert's Nullstellensatz for polynomials,

which uses the algebraic construction of a generic point for a prime ideal and the

model completeness of the theory of algebraically closed fields, could be adapted

to prove Rückert's Nullstellensatz. This is done in the present paper.  We also

consider the corresponding problem for n.s. real analytic function germs.

In §1 we set up a first order theory A  and a slightly weaker theory A'

which sum up the essential algebraic features of n.s. analytic function germs at

the origin.  The language  L  of A  and A' contains in particular a unary predi-

cate symbol   U for the monad u(0 • • • 0) of the origin.   The models of A

and A'  ate characterized and certain "algebraic" models of A'  are constructed

by purely algebraic means.

In §2 we prove the following transfer principle:  Let M' be a model of

A', M a model of A, and t/> an existential sentence in L with quantifiers

ranging over  U.  Then  <p holds in M, if it holds in M'.

In §3 the construction of an "algebraic" model of A' containing a generic
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point for a given prime ideal in a ring of convergent power series is combined with

the transfer principle of §2 to a model theoretic proof of Rückert's Nullstellensatz.

§4 investigates the constructive aspects of Rückert's theorem. A. Seidenberg's

constructive proof of Hubert's Nullstellensatz [7] is extended to a proof of Rückert's

Nullstellensatz which is constructive essentially relative to the Weierstrass preparation

theorem and certain linear substitutions in a ring of convergent power series over C.

In §5 we consider the corresponding problem for n.s. germs of real analytic

functions at the origin. It turns out that the argument used in § § 1—3 to prove

Rückert's theorem can be carried over with slight modifications to prove a Nullstellen-

satz for n.s. real analytic function germs. Our theorem is essentially the n.s. version

of a theorem of J.-J. Risler [3] ; it relates to Dubois' Nullstellensatz [1] for poly-

nomials over ordered fields as Rückert's Nullstellensatz relates to Hubert's Nullstellen-

satz.

1. The theories A ' and A.   Let  C be the field of complex numbers,

C[[A"j • • • Xn] ] the ring of formal power series in n  variables over C. The con-

vergent power series in C[[XX • • • A",,] ] form a sub ring Rn  of C[[A*j ••• X ]].

We need the following facts about Rn  (see [9, Chapter VII, §1]).

1.1. fGRn  is invertible iff ord(/) = 0, where  ord(/) denotes the order

of /. The elements fGRn  of order >1   form a maximal ideal /?°  in Rn.

1.2. For fixed elements gx ' ' ' g„  of R^   the substitution map s:

R„^Rm, defined by

s(f(Xx - • • X„)) =f[gx(Xx • • • Xm),. . . ,g„(Xx • • • Xm)],

is a homomorphism and s maps /?°  into R^.

1.3. For finitely many elements fx • • • fk GRn  there exist Cj • • •

c„_ i G C, such that /, [Xx + cxXn, . . . , A"„_, + cn_xXn, Xn]   are regular of

order ord(/V) in Xn  for i = 1.k.

I.A (Taylor expansion). For every fGRn  there is a h GRn, such that,

in Rn + X

f(Xx ~'Xn_x,X) -/(A", • • • Xn_x, Y) = h(Xx •••Xn_x,(X-Y))-(X- Y).

1.5 (Weierstrass' preparation theorem). For every /G R°, which is regular

of order k > 0 in Xn, there exist uniquely determined elements o GRn,

uo ' ' ' uk-l e-^n-i> sucn -ha*

ord(u) = 0   and   f = vl¿ "/^ +xA,     n>\.

We consider Rm in a natural way as subring of Rn for m<n, and identify

R0 with C. Un<w^n is denoted by R„ and \Jn<uRn *>y /?£,. The ring

structure of R,,  will now be used in order to describe the theories A' and A.
Us
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The language L  of A' and A  contains the following nonlogical symbols.

(We count variables and the symbol "=" for equality among the logical symbols.)

1.6. (i) The binary function symbols +,-,*, and for every fGRn,n>l,

a n-ary function symbol f.

(ii)  For every c G C a constant symbol c.

(iii) A unary predicate symbol  U.

The set T° of special terms and the set  T of terms are defined inductively as

follows:

1.7. (i)  0GT°  and x G T°  for every variable x.

(ii) If tx, t2 G T°, then tx + t2, tx - t2, tx • t2 G T°.  If tx • • •

/„ G T°  and /G/?"  for some n > 1, then f(tx ••• tn)GT°. If tGT and

t' G T°, then  t't',t'-tG T°.

(iii) c G T for every c G C. If t G T°, then tGT.   If tx ■•- t„G

T° and fGRn  for some n > 1, then f(tx -•• tn)GT.

(iv) If tx,t2G T, then f j + r2, ij - f2, tx ' t2G T.  Every term í G T

determines a unique element ftGRw, which is obtained from  t by copying the

construction of t in /?w.  Thus /(6Ä°   for tGT0. We call terms of the

form

¿=o

where f0 ' * ' *fc  are terms not containing the variable *, pseudo-polynomials in

jc of degree fc, and terms of the form

'E  U,'*n+*„fc>

/=0

where u¡GR°,_x, Weierstrass polynomials in xn  of degree &.  Atomic formulas

are expressions of form r¡ = r2  for tx, t2 G T, or  i/(r) for  tGT.   Formulas

are built up from atomic formulas as usual in a first order theory, using the con-

nectives A, V, ~~l,—►, *->, and quantification.   A formula containing no free

variable is called a sentence. We abbreviate formulas of form  3 x(U(x) A <¿>),

\/x(U(x) —► <¿>), where <p is a formula, by  (3 x),j(<p), respectively (Wx)^),

and refer to the expressions (3x)v, (Wx)v as restricted quantifiers.   A formula

of form (SXj)^ ••• (Ix^yfa), where  tp is quantifier-free, is called a restricted

existential formula.

A' has the following axioms:

1.8. Axioms for algebraically closed fields', formulated as usual as a set of

sentences in L.

1.9. Axioms about  U:

(i)  U(0), 1 U(c) for every c G C, c * 0, O^Or/O* = 0).

(ii) For every term t(xx • • • xn) G T°, n > 0, the axiom
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(V*-)t- • • • (\/x„)u(U(t(xx • • • *„))).

1.10. (i)  For every pair  tx(xx • • • xn), t2(xx • • • xn)  of terms, n> 0,

such that ft   = ft    holds in Rn, the axiom

(V*i)i/ • ' ' (V*¿)ir(fíl»i • • • *„) = t2(xx • • • xn)).

(ii)  For every pair tx,t2  of variable-free terms, such that ft   =£ft   holds

in R0 = C, the axiom  ij ¥= t2.

A  has all the axioms of A' together with the following set of axioms:

1.11. For every n > 1:

(W0)ry * ' • (V^-.^OV*) ( ¿ v,.x' + *" = 0 — tf(jt)\ .

The contents of these axioms are best understood in terms of the following

characterization of the models of A' and A.

1.12. Astructure M = dM,UM,+M, -M, -M, <fM: fGRw >, dcM: c G

C » for L is a model of A ' if and only if

(i) dM, +M, -M, 'M ) is an algebraically closed field.

(ii)  Let ^M^M,   n>0, denote the ring of functions from  UM into M

with pointwise operations. The map Rw —► U„<a)^t/^^Ai, given by f \—►

fM^UM  for /G Rn, n > 0, is a ring homomorphism and its restriction to

R0 = C is a monomorphism, i.e. the set CM = {cM: c G C}  with the restrictions

of 4-M, -M, 'M to C^  is an isomorphic copy of the field  C.

(iii)  UM is a subring of dM, +M, -M, mM) under the restrictions of

+M' -M> 'M   to   UM>   UM *  {0m}>     UMnCM=   Í0M> ■   UM   is closed Under

the functions fM  for /Gi?^  and hence in particular a vector space over CM.

Moreover M is a model of A  iff in addition:

(iv) The ring dUM,+M r U2M, -Mf UM, -Mt U&) is integrally closed in

<M,+M,-M,'M).

We shall now describe two different ways to obtain models of A'. First,

let C be the higher order structure over the set C and  *C an enlargement of

C (for the basic concepts of nonstandard analysis see  [5]). Every   fGRn,

n>0, determines a unique n.s. analytic function germ /»      at the origin, which

is defined as follows:  Let / be the function analytic at the origin determined

by /, and  */ the extension of f in  *C.   Then /,     is the restriction of *f

to the monad of the origin in  *C"  (cf. [4]). Using 1.12, it is easy to verify

that the structure M(*C) given by M = *C,   UM = p(0), +M, -M, -M the

field operations in    C, fM  an arbitrary extension of /♦     to a function on

(*cy  for /Gi?„, n>0, and cM =c for cGC is a model of A'. M is

even a model of A, since u(0) is apparently an integrally closed subring of the
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field *C. We refer to M(*C) as a "standard" model of A.

Next, we construct certain models of A' by purely algebraic means.  For

fixed « > 0, consider the map

-:-„-   U «*">">*„
m< w

given by f(gx • • • gm) =f[gx • • • gm]   for /Gi?m, gx • - > gmGR°n, m>0,

where /[gj • • • gm]   denotes the substitution of gx " ' gm   for A"i • • • Xm

in /. Using 1.2 we see that  ~ is a ring homomorphism mapping /?£,  into
(YpO,m.

Um<w     "     R°. We denote the image of R^  under ~ by F.   Let / be

an ideal in Rn, JCR°,h:Rn —>Sn =R„/J the canonical homomorphism, and

h[R°n] = 5„°. By 1.4, fj • • • *m, A:, • • *_*M G /?«, f(x¿ • • • x„) G F, and

g¡-k¡GJ for í = 1, . . . , m   implies /fei " ' ' #m) -/(fc, •••*„,)€/.

Thus the map

m<u)

given by /(¿(¿r,) ■ ■ ■ %m)) = h(f(gx ' ' ' gm)) for fGRm,gx-..gmGR°n

is well defined and a ring homomorphism.  Besides, in case / is a prime ideal,

Sn  can be extended to an algebraically closed field A'. Then the structure

M(J, K) given by M = K,  UM- S°, +M, -M, -M  the field operations in K,

fM  an arbitrary extension of / to Km   for fGRm, m > 0, and cM = h(c)

for c G C is a model of A' by 1.12. We refer to M(J, K) as an "algebraic"

model of A'.

2. A transfer principle for A  and A'. The aim of this section is to

prove the following transfer principle for the theories A  and A':

2.1. Let M' be a model of A', M be a model of A. Then every re-

stricted existential sentence in L  which holds in M'  holds in M, too.  2.1 is an

immediate consequence of the following two lemmas:

2.2. For every quantifier-free sentence y in L either A'\-y or A' \-~\<p.

2.3. For every restricted existential sentence y in L there is a quantifier-free

sentence   \p    in L, such that A'hy—► "A and A I— y+—*■ 0.

To prove 2.2 it suffices to consider the case that  i^ is an atomic sentence.

If if is of form tx = r2, where  tx, t2  are variable-free terms, we have by 1.10

A' I- V,if ftx =ft2  m *o'and A'V- n^>if /f, #/r2   in -V  If ^ is
of form  U(tx), we can find c G C, such that ft=c holds in /?0. Then by

1.100) A' r- f, =c, and so by (1.9X0-4' r- U(tx), if c = 0, and *' I-

10^), If   C#0.
2.3 is proved by induction on the number n  of restricted quantifiers in
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<p = (lxx)v " • (lxn)u(\p(x1 • ' • xn)). The case n = 0 is trivial.  For n > 0

we may assume that   ■&(•*■ • • • xn) is a conjunction of atomic formulas of form

2.4. t(x, • • • xn) - 0, or

2.5. U(t(xx • • • xn)), with r(Xj • • • xn) G 7\ and their'rtegations.  From

1.9 and 1.10 we get easily

A' r-(V*,)a • • • (V^Wi/Ox, ' ' ' x„)A

1 U(t(xx • - • xn) A fC*i • • • xn) ± 0)))

for t'(xx •" xn)G T°, t(xx "• xn)GT with ftGRn- R°n. Hence we may

assume without restriction that all the atomic subfoimulas of tp are of form

2.4 with tGT0. Let t- • • • tn  be all such terms occurring in </>. By 1.3

there are c, • • • c„_j G C, such that g¡(Xx - • • Xn) =ft.[Xx + cxXn.

A"„_! 4- cn_xXn, Xn]   are regular in Xn  of order k¡>0 for i = 1, . . . , m.

Using now 1.9 and 1.10, we see that

<P = (3*i)c/ * * ' (3*„)i/ (A  h(xx • • • xn) % 0)\

is in A' equivalent to

^i = Q*ih ' * ' Ox„)u (A g,(*! •*• *„) f 01.

Next, we apply the Weierstrass preparation theorem 1.5 to #j • • • gm, and get

v¡GRn- R°, uiJGR°l_x, /=- 1, • • • ,k¡, /=1.m, such that

2.6. i¡ = v¡ • p¡, where P¡(XX • • • Xn) are the Weierstrass polynomials

z'¡r0luij(xx'--xn_x)x!,+xZi.

2.6 combined with 1.9 and 1.10 entails that   V,   is in A' equivalent to

(2.7) Oxx)v--' Qxn)v (K  P,(^! * ' ' *8)>0j,

where  p^ • • • xn) = 2^' U//.(Xi • • • xn_x)x'n + xn¡ for i = 1, . . . , m.

Recall that so far all equivalences were in A'. Now, let 2.8 be the sentence re-

sulting from 2.7 by replacing the restricted quantifier Oxn)u by the unrestricted

quantifier (3xn). Then, obviously A' I— 2.7 —> 2.8, and by 1.11,1.9 A I—

2.7 <-► 2.8.

Since the terms pj ''• • pm   are pseudo-polynomials in xn, we can apply

the usual quantifier-elimination procedure for the theory of algebraically closed

fields to the quantifier (3x„) in 2.8 and thus arrive at a sentence.

(2.9) QxJv • • • (3*„_!),,(<?(*, ' ' • *„_,))
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in L, such that &(xx ' ' ' xn_x) is quantifier-free and A' \— 2.8 *—* 2.9.

Finally, the induction assumption is applied to 2.9.

3. Rückert's Nullstellensatz. Let  *C be an enlargement of C  and

Tn(*C) the ring of n.s. analytic function germs of n  variables at the origin.  For

*1 " * *m G ^n   the n-S- variety Êerms of *1 " * *m   is defïned ty  V(®1 ' ' ' *m)

= {dax  • • ' an) G p(0 • • • 0) : ^¡(ax • • • an) = 0  for i = 1, . . . , m}.

Rückert's Nullstellensatz in its nonstandard version (see [4] ) asserts that

3.1. For all *x •••*„,, *er„,  m > 1, n > 0, such that u(*) D

iX^Pj • • • $m), some power "&*, k> l,oî ^ belongs to the ideal generated

by  *.•••*„   in  r„.

We prove 3.1 in spirit of A. Robinson's model theoretic proof of Hubert's

Nullstellensatz (cf. [4, p. 141]).  First, observe that the map Rn —► r„  given by

f\—► /,  , as defined in §1, is actually an isomorphism for every n > 0.  So 3.1

can be reformulated in terms of the model M(*C) of A  as follows:

3.2. For all fx • • • /„, g G Rn,  m>l, n> 0, such that

(V*i)t/ * ' ' (V*,,)-- (A f-(x, • • • *„) - ©-* gÇsf, .. • xn) = Oj

holds in M(*C), there is a natural number k > 1   and hx • • • hm G Rn, such

that gk = V¡Lxhifi.

Let / be the ideal generated by fx " ' fm in Rn, and suppose /í/

for all k > 1. Then / C i?°, since 7?° is the maximal ideal of Rn\ We want

to -show that

(3.3)     (3*,)-/ • • • Oxn)v J A  f/(^i ' • • *„) = 0 A g(xx • • • xn) * OJ

holds in M(*C). If gGRn - i?°, ^., (0 • • • 0) # 0 but /,.c(0 • • • 0) = 0

for i = 1, . . . , m, and so 3.3 holds in   M(*C).  If ^ G/?°, we extend / by

a familiar algebraic argument to a prime ideal / ÇR0,  excluding all the powers

of g. Taking for K an algebraically closed field which contains /?„//, we form

the model M(J, K) of A1, as described in §1. With the notation used there, we

find that dh(Xx) • • • h(Xn)) is a generic point for /, i.e., for all fGRn,

fM(j,K)(.h(.^i) • • ' KXn)) = 0M  iff fGJ.   In particular, 3.3 holds in   M(J, K),

and so, by the transfer principle 2.1, 3.3 holds in M(*C).

Note, that we cannot prove in this way the existence of a generic point

dax ' • - an) Gp(0 • • • 0) for every proper prime ideal / in  Vn, since the

notion of a generic point is not expressible by a formula of finite length in L.

However, for every prime ideal / Ç,/?°  and every pair of finite sets A CJ,

B C Rn - /, a transfer argument similar to the above yields an "approximatively
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generic" point, i.e. a point dax • • • an ) G p(0 • • • 0), such that /, (ax • • • an)

= 0 for fGA, and g, (ax • • • an) * 0 for gGB.   (The ideal R° has

obviously the generic pomt  (0 • • • 0) in M(*C).) From this the existence of

a generic point in ju(0 • • • 0) for every proper prime ideal in  T„, as well as the

generalization of Rückert's Nullstellensatz for n.s. cylindrical analytic function

germs, can be derived as in [4, §5].

4. Constructive aspects of Rückert's theorem. In [7], A. Seidenberg ob-

served that the quantifier-elimination procedure for the theory of algebraically

closed fields gives rise to a constructive version of Hubert's Nullstellensatz in the

following sense:

4.1. Let F be an algebraically closed field, fx • • • fm, g G F[XX • • • Xn],

and F0  the subfield of F generated by the coefficients of fx •'• • fm, g.

Suppose

m

(Wxx) • • • (V*„)( A f¡(xx '••xn) = 0-+g(xx <n) = j

holds in F. Then a natural number k > 1  and polynomials hx • • • hm G

F0[XX • • ' Xn]   can be constructed, such that gk - E?Lj h¡ • f¡.

More precisely, the construction of k and hx • • • hm   involves the follow-

ing operations and decisions:

4.2. (i) Addition, subtraction, multiplication in F0[XX • • • Xn], and

division in F0.

(ii) Assigning to every fGF0[Xx • • • Xn] the highest number m, such

that Xm occurs in /, the formal degree and the coefficients of / considered as

a polynomial in Xm.

(iii) Deciding, whether some polynomial relation g(cx • • • cn) = 0

between elements Cj • • • ch  of F0  holds in F0  or not.

It is natural to ask whether Seidenberg's construction can be extended to

yield a proof of Rückert's Nullstellensatz, which is in some sense "constructive".

This is indeed possible, if we allow certain operations and decisions in the ring

Rn  to enter our constructions in place of those mentioned in 4.2.  Analyzing

the quantifier-elimination procedure in A   for restricted existential sentences in

L, we find that the following operations were used:

4.3. (i) Addition, subtraction, multiplication in Rn.

(ii)  Assigning to every fGRn   its order.

(iii) Assigning to finitely many fx • • • fm G R0.,  k <n, elements Cj • • •

cfc_i G C, such that f¡ [Xx + cxXk, . . . , Xk_x + ck_xXk, Xk]   is regular in

Xk  for i = I, . . . , m.

(iv)   Performing the linear substitution
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f(Xx ••• Xk)r-*f[Xx + cxXk,. . .,Xk_x +ck_xXk,Xk]

for given / G Rk, cx - • • ck_ x G C, k < n.

(v) Assigning to every fGRk, k <n, which is regular in Xk, the element

o G Rk - Rk and the Weierstrass polynomial p GRk associated with / by the

Weierstrass preparation theorem, such that   f = o • p.

For the constructive version of Rückert's Nullstellensatz we include in ad-

dition

(vi) Division in Rn - R0,.

Interpreting "constructive" with respect to these operations, Rückert's theorem, as

formulated in 3.2, is constructive. This is proved by induction on n: For n = 0

the construction is obvious. For n > 0, we assume without restriction fx • • • fm,

gGR0,. Similar to the proof of 2.3, we "construct" cx '•• cn_xGC,ox '"Om,

o G Rn - Rn, and Weierstrass polynomials in Xn,px ••• pm,p G Rn, such that

f¡ [Xx + cxXn, ... , Xn_x + cn_xXn, Xn]

- Vi<-Xi •*•-*«)• Pi&i ~'X»)   for i - 1, . . . , 'in.

g[Xx +cxXn, ... ,Xn_x + cn_xXn, Xn]

(4.4) =v(Xx •■■Xn)-p(X1,...,Xn),

(V^^ry-'-ÍV^.j^íV^)

{
A  Pi&i '•■xn) = 0-^p(xx--- xn) = 0)

w-i

hold in M(*C).

Now we combine the inductive step in Seidenberg's construction [7] with

our induction assumption, and obtain a natural number k > 1   and pseudo-poly-

nomials hx • • ' hm   in In, such that

m

(4.5) pk = X /z,. • pr
i=i

This together with 4.4 yields a representation g   = 2^.x h¡ • f¡, where   hx • • •

hm GRn  ate constructed from fx • • • fm, g using only the operations listed

in 4.3.

5. A Nullstellensatz for nonstandard real analytic function germs.  Hubert's

Nullstellensatz has an analogue for ordered fields which is due to D. W. Dubois

[1]. A slightly improved version of Dubois' theorem reads as follows:

5.1.  Let F be an ordered field,/,, ... ,fm,gGF[Xx, ... ,X„], F

the real closure of F and  V(fx, ... ,fm),  V(g) the variety of  {fx, ... ,
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fm}  and g, respectively, in F.  Then  V(g) D V(fx.fm) if and only if

the following condition holds:

5.1.1. There exist k>\, r>0, 0<p¡GF, }¡GF[XX.X„],

1 < / < r, such that g2k + pxj\ + • • • 4- prj2 is in the ideal generated by

h> • ■ • '/m-
Remark that the theorem holds for px = • • • = pr = 1, if F is a real

closed field.

5.1 can be proved in complete analogy to the model theoretic proof of

Hubert's Nullstellensatz. We give a sketch of the proof:  Clearly 5.1.1 is a suf-

ficient condition for  V(g) D V(fx.fm). For the converse we need the

following lemma:

5.2. Let R be a commutative ring with identity containing an ordered

field F, I an ideal in R,gGR,

S= {g2k +Plj2x + '"+Prj2--  k>l,r>0,0<piGF,jiGR}

and assume / n S = 0.  Then / can be extended to an ideal J in R  such

that J C\ S = 0 and R/J can be extended to a real closed field F1-  Lemma

5.2 is proved just like the lemma on p. 113 in [1].

The proof of 5.1 is then completed as follows: Let / be the ideal gener-

ated by fx, ... , fm in R = F [Xx, ... , Xn], S, J, F' as in the lemma and

a¡G F' the image of X¡ under the canonical homomorphism from /? onto

R/J. Then f¡(ax, ... ,a„) = 0 for Ki<m but g(ax, ... ,«„)=£ 0. We

may assume that F C F C F'. So by the model completeness of the theory of

real closed fields (see [6, p. 105]) there exist bx, ... , bn G F such that

fi(bx.bn) = 0 for  Ki <m  and g(bx, ... ,bn)* 6.

We will now formulate a counterpart of Dubois' Nullstellensatz for non-

standard real analytic function germs. Let /? be the higher order structure over

the set  R of real numbers, */?  an enlargement of R, and Tn=Tn(*R) the

ring of nonstandard germs of real functions in n variables analytic at the origin.

As before we define the nonstandard variety germ of •-, ... f •_ € F_  by

o($x.3>m) = {<«!,.... ,an)Gp(Q, ...,0):

$i(a1, ... ,«„) = 0 for  l<i*<m}.

Then we have the following theorem:

5.3. Suppose $!.*m, *Gr„.   Then  o(V)Do($x.$m) //

and only if there exist k > 1, ©,, ... ,0r G Tn  such that V2k + G2X + • • • +

02 belongs to the ideal generated by #., ... , 4>m   in  r„.

This theorem is essentially the nonstandard version of a theorem of J.-J.
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Risler's (see [3, Theorem 1]); a part of this theorem was also obtained indepen-

dently by G. Efroymson in [2] ).

To prove 5.3 we need only make a few modifications in the proof of Theo-

rem 3.1. We replace  C by  R, Rn  by the ring Rn  of convergent power series

inR[[A'1,...,A'„]] , R°  by the maximal ideal R°  of Rn, Ru   by Rw =

U„<wi?„,and Ä«   by £° = U„<w R°„. The validity of 1.1-1.5 is not

affected by this change. L is replaced by the language L containing

(i) the function-symbols +, —, •, and for every fGRn, n > 1, a w-ary

function-symbol f,

(ii) for every c G R a constant-symbol c,

(hi) a unary predicate-symbol  U and a binary relation-symbol <. The

sets  T, T° of terms and special terms in L  are defined analogous to  T,T°.

Atomic formulas in L  are expressions of form tx = t2, tx <t2, or  U(tx) for

tvt2GT. We replace A', A by theories A'CÄ in L with the folio wing axioms:

Axioms for the theory of real closed fields formulated in L; the axioms U(0), ~U(c)

for0^cGR,(3x)rj(x=^0); forevery j(xx, ... ,xn)GT°  the axiom (Wxx)v

• • • (Vxn)u(U(t(xx, . . . , xn))); the analogues of the axioms 1.10(1); for every

pair tx,t2   of variable-free terms in  T suchthat ft  <ft    holds in R0 = R

the axiom tx <t2. These are all the axioms of A1; A  has in addition the

axioms 1.11 and the axiom VxVv(0 <x < y AU(y) —*■ U(x)).

The models of A' and A  can be characterized in a way similar to 1.12. We

remark in particular that a model M of A' is a model of A  if and only if UM

is an isolated subring of M and integrally closed in M. Any enlargement    R

of R gives rise to a model M( *R) of A defined similar to M( */?).  Likewise

any prime ideal 7 in Rn, such that JÇR0,  and Rn/J can be embedded

into a real closed field, K induces a model M(J, K) of A' defined similar to M(J, K).

The transfer principle 2.1 carries over without difficulty to-the language L

and the theories A', A  instead of L, A', A; it suffices to replace the quantifier

elimination procedure for the theory of algebraically closed fields in the proof of

2.3 by the corresponding procedure for real closed fields (see [8]).

The proof of theorem 5.3 is then completed as in §3 by constructing a

generic point ax, .. . ,an  for suitable ideal J C Rn  (obtained this time by

lemma 5.2) in a model M(J, K) of A' and applying the transfer principle for

A' and A.

The author knows of no analogue of Seidenberg's constructive proof for

Hubert's Nullstellensatz that could be used to show that theorem 5.3 is construc-

tive relative to the Weierstrass preparation theorem (in the sense of §4).  It is,

however, easy to see that Dubois' Nullstellensatz 5.1 is constructive, if the ground

field F is the field of rational numbers.
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As remarked at the end of §3, we can combine theorem 5.3 with A. Robin-

son's argument in [4, §5], to get an analogous theorem for n.s. real cylindrical

function germs.
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